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Much for Teachers

Dr. Pancoast Predicts
Much Competition for Teachers

A declining birth rate and a decrease in school enrollment in the next ten years will increase competition among prospective teachers and ultimately increase the quality of education.

This was the forecast of a Pennsylvania legislator and Ursinus College professor of political science, contained in an address delivered to 80 student teachers of the college. The professors stated that two-month assignments in area secondary schools.

Dr. G. Shuler Pancoast cited projections for 1982-83, contained in a study which states a continuing competition among teachers entering their profession.

"Only the extremest competition will secure positions, since teachers will become even more professional, while a decreasing number of vacancies will exist, accompanied by increasing funds expenditure," he said.

Drawing on his teaching career, which began at Ursinus in 1937, Dr. Pancoast offered several pointers to his audience, which promises success in the teaching profession.

"Above all, be fair," he said. "This means being free from favoritism, bias, being impartial, just, honest, and straightforward.

"Know your subject mater," he continued. "Don't take it if you don't understand it.

"Don't fake it. This means being honest, and straightforward.

"As more students with youth, he tends to stay young with them as they begin their work, the greater the chances for employment, since teachers will have a more professional, modern, attitude than the past, which tended to detrimental effects upon the educational system.

"This attitude should pervade all aspects of teaching, including knowledge of subject matter, familiarity with a variety of teaching methods, evaluation of students, etc.," Dr. Pancoast said.

Unlike other professions, the Commission will not automate, nor even automate, the process of playing one on any device, provided they are required to repeat the written test.

The U. S. Postal Service is not involved in the summer employment examination for 1974. Hence, regarding summer employment with the Postal Service should be directed to the post office where employment is desired.

Civil Service Commission Announces Test Dates

The U. S. Civil Service Commission announced today the filing deadlines for 1974 summer jobs with Federal agencies. Those who file by November 23 will be tested between January 5 and 16; by December 19, between February 23 and March 9, at locations convenient to them.

The Commission stated that the examination deadline for January 5 and 16 is the last day to file the completed applications. This deadline is January 20 for February 23 and March 9.

The State of Pennsylvania's Civil Service has established the position of eight positions, which began at Ursinus in 1937, Dr. Pancoast said.

Unlike its practice in the past, the Commission will not automate, nor even automate, the process of playing one on any device, provided they are required to repeat the written test.

The U. S. Postal Service is not involved in the summer employment examination for 1974. Hence, regarding summer employment with the Postal Service should be directed to the post office where employment is desired.

Civil Service Commission

The annual Ursinus College Christmas concert, which has become an important tradition during the last 26 consecutive years, will undergo extensive changes this year, according to Dr. Pancoast., musical director and chairman of the music department.

Instead of the two-hour production of Handel's Messiah, complete with choral sections, the concert on Dec. 6 will consist of four major components, one of which is a medley of choral portions of the Christmas Messiah.

These portions will be sung by the full group of choirs, the concerto G major by Dr. Donald Zucker, supplemented by a number of alumni who have sung with the Messiah while they were still students.

When then, known.

Then one of the area's most renowned choirs directed by Dr. Donald Zucker, will join the choir in selections including Benjamin Britten's "Cermony of Carols.

Now, originally from Reading, also plays in the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra, and currently

Service Organization Shows True Colors

By ELISE VAN WAGONER

Campus Gold, a club renowned for its community service, is actually a service organization which is active all year round. This year the fifteen member group has participated in a variety of activities which are of interest to them on the campus, community, and personal levels.

As a part of their year-long activities, Campus Gold enjoy the outdoors, a hike to the Pinacade has already been completed. This weekend there will be an overnight camping trip in the woods of Dr. Donald Zucker, the advisor of the organization.

The touring orchestra of Allegheny College, North Carolina, and currently

Campus Chest Schedules Fund Raising Activities

By SANDRA WIBLE

Last year's successful campaign for fund raising activities, the Campus Chest Committee has begun its annual drive among the members of the Ursinus College community. Co-chaired by juniors Joanne Harper and Susan Miersch, Campus Chest seeks the support of all in helping the committee to achieve its goals.

A fast day is scheduled for the week of November 11-15, with the Christmas Concert on November 19. The Department of Transportation.

The Alpha Sigma Sigma Sorority, will sell holidays on that day to satisfy parent requests.

In previous years, there will be a week of concentrated fund raising activities, the sorority and fraternity in the spring, concentrated on the week of April 23. The library Stlts collected during the week of November 25-30 to the Campus Chest fund, and will do the same during a week in the spring.

Pi Nu Epsilon will present its annual Christmas Concert Tuesday, December 19. Proceeds from this event also benefit the Campus Chest fund.

Last year, $1400 was donated to the Maimonides House for retarded children in Brooklyn, N. Y. This year the committee hopes to surpass that total. The pledge will be accepted into Children's Hospital in Philadelphia for the purchase of a defibrillator. The remaining funds will be contributed to the Kencrest Center for Retarded Children in Montclair, N. J.
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Editorial
When The Life Sciences Become The Death Sciences

Much of the mail the Weekly gets ends up as fodder for the waste basket, but some recent bulletins and brochures at the meeting and the outcome.

and in Canada. Many of these experiments were performed on large numbers of dogs, cats, chickens, cattle and many test animals are obtained from similar societies.

of Ursinus, shared one of the important concepts of the faculty, namely, that certain illness and some are major in this area. The paper was written by the following by the University of Pennsylvania.

We are all guilty of making fools of ourselves. But perhaps they are looking at it as one.

...I'll just set cool and not let them get me down.

...I,' in the first place, the confines of the apparently essential "bustle" and "busy" world.

...you can act like you are interested in the othercollapse, but that buxom, elusive, voluptuous young lady that you pretend not to see...
By MARY LOU HUNSEBERGER

We have a new art professor at Ursinus, Replacing Doug- las Duncan in a 28-year-old Ted Xaras from the Philadelphia College of Art. Since he is the only professor, Ted is the head of the Art Department as well.

Coming originally from Upper Darby, Pennsylvania, Ted graduated from the Philadelphia College of Art in 1967 and went on to receive his degree of Master of Fine Arts from the Tyler School of Art, which is a division of Temple Uni- versity in Elonora, Park. Ted has had some previous experiences in teaching art; he taught Drawing as a graduate assistant at Temple, and he also taught Color Design as well as Drawing at Phila- delphia College of Art for a year. For the past three years Ted has been teaching Watercolor as a night-school course at Philadelphia College of Art. The courses that Ted teaches are Painting, Drawing, Art, Art Appreciation, and Fine Art, which includes painting, drawing, watercolor, and paper clay modeling.

Ted's favorite type of art expression is painting. He loves paintings, drawings,etchings, and print-making, but he claims that the strong areas "seem to be in the realm of painting and drawing. I like the surface, heightened reality," Ted says. He is very particular about his painting, although he believes the whole idea of painting is abstract. "I'm not an abstract expressionist. Let's say I'm a refer- ence artist."

One part of the reviews has been overdoes to the extent that some of the reviews have called Jeremy and Susan "exceptional children," but Jeremy is told outright by his cello instructors that he has the potential to be an excellent cellist. Ted Xaras is a very promising student, but he believes the whole idea of painting is abstract. "I'm not an abstract expressionist. Let's say I'm a reference artist."

One part of the reviews has been overdoes to the extent that some of the reviews have called Jeremy and Susan "exceptional children," but Jeremy is told outright by his cello instructors that he has the potential to be an excellent cellist. Ted Xaras is a very promising student, but he believes the whole idea of painting is abstract. "I'm not an abstract expressionist. Let's say I'm a reference artist."

The™orat has been a painting in acrylic of a man behind bars and a painting as himself as a reference artist. When asked about the possibility of expansion of the Art Depart- ment, Ted says that he feels that the program is in its infancy. Over the past three years Ted has been teaching Watercolor as a night-school course at Philadelphia College of Art. The courses that Ted teaches are Painting, Drawing, Art, Art Appreciation, and Fine Art, which includes painting, drawing, watercolor, and paper clay modeling.

Ted's favorite type of art expression is painting. He loves paintings, drawings,etchings, and print-making, but he claims that the strong areas "seem to be in the realm of painting and drawing. I like the surface, heightened reality," Ted says. He is very particular about his painting, although he believes the whole idea of painting is abstract. "I'm not an abstract expressionist. Let's say I'm a refer- ence artist."

One part of the reviews has been overdoes to the extent that some of the reviews have called Jeremy and Susan "exceptional children," but Jeremy is told outright by his cello instructors that he has the potential to be an excellent cellist. Ted Xaras is a very promising student, but he believes the whole idea of painting is abstract. "I'm not an abstract expressionist. Let's say I'm a reference artist."

One part of the reviews has been overdoes to the extent that some of the reviews have called Jeremy and Susan "exceptional children," but Jeremy is told outright by his cello instructors that he has the potential to be an excellent cellist. Ted Xaras is a very promising student, but he believes the whole idea of painting is abstract. "I'm not an abstract expressionist. Let's say I'm a reference artist."

Ted's favorite type of art expression is painting. He loves paintings, drawings,etchings, and print-making, but he claims that the strong areas "seem to be in the realm of painting and drawing. I like the surface, heightened reality," Ted says. He is very particular about his painting, although he believes the whole idea of painting is abstract. "I'm not an abstract expressionist. Let's say I'm a reference artist."

One part of the reviews has been overdoes to the extent that some of the reviews have called Jeremy and Susan "exceptional children," but Jeremy is told outright by his cello instructors that he has the potential to be an excellent cellist. Ted Xaras is a very promising student, but he believes the whole idea of painting is abstract. "I'm not an abstract expressionist. Let's say I'm a reference artist."

Ted's favorite type of art expression is painting. He loves paintings, drawings,etchings, and print-making, but he claims that the strong areas "seem to be in the realm of painting and drawing. I like the surface, heightened reality," Ted says. He is very particular about his painting, although he believes the whole idea of painting is abstract. "I'm not an abstract expressionist. Let's say I'm a reference artist."
By EVA MORGAN

On Friday, November 2nd, Third team hockey Haverford dominated Dickinson in their dual cross-country meet. The top Ursinus men were defeated by their tough competition from John Hargraves, an F and M standout, on this third weekend. Their confrontation was never to take place again, since both teams were ending with tendinitis. Minus their star, F & M did not stand a chance against the red-men. Dickson did his best but was handicapped from the very start. Taking first that day was sophomore Len Domanski (25-9) with Ursinus additionally capturing second (Boops Stanfill, 25-9), third (Carl Link, 19-13), and fourth (Dave Liscom, 25-32). Also running that day was Abigail Allbright (25-14) with her sister, Janet Luce to gam 18 first downs. No. 2 and 3 were Corner McHugh and Carl Link with 16 and 15 first downs respectively. The Bears' big man also lit it up with 10 points (U) 

"IT'S NOT EVERY DAY THAT A MAN GETS A CANDIDATE FOR YOUR CONSENT..." 

TOM POLINESE

The wind was in Ursinus' favor. With the score tied at 21-21 and 21:21 remaining in the game, a 10-yard field goal attempt by Dickinson College fell short by inches and proved to be the least important play of the game for the visiting Bears. It also proved the Weekly Dunkel football statistics to be wrong since Dickinson was fa­ vored to win by ten points (Unbe­ lievable). Statistically speaking the Red Devils should have won as they tallied 404 yards in rushing over the Bears' 135. On the other hand, to gain 18 first downs. (Ursinus 14.)

The 21-21 tie was the first stalemate in a scoreless game played in 1940 with Dickinson. Dominating the scoring lead throughout most of the game, the Bears' stopped a driving Devil's offense on three threatening situations just short of scoring additional goals. At one point the ball reached the Bears' one foot line with similar circumstances created in the 14 and 19 yard lines. Fullback Pat Owens racked up his second and third TD's of the year while sophomore Bill Kelly scored his first of the season. John S. Houtz, commonly referred to as 1-yd. run (Braunhough knee).

Women's Volleyball Team Into Action

A new Fall sport has been added to women's athletics this year. A Bearettes volleyball team is underway with its first game played at H.H. The team will best a group from Phoenixville recreation. Come watch the amazing spiking and powerful serve of these girls.

Power volleyball at its best!

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1973

Football Bears Tie, 21-21

By TOM POLINESE

The wind was in Ursinus' favor. With the score tied at 21-21 and 21:21 remaining in the game, a 10-yard field goal attempt by Dickinson College fell short by inches and proved to be the least important play of the game for the visiting Bears. It also proved the Weekly Dunkel football statistics to be wrong since Dickinson was fa­ vored to win by ten points (Unbe­ lievable). Statistically speaking the Red Devils should have won as they tallied 404 yards in rushing over the Bears' 135. On the other hand, to gain 18 first downs. (Ursinus 14.)

The 21-21 tie was the first stalemate in a scoreless game played in 1940 with Dickinson. Dominating the scoring lead throughout most of the game, the Bears' stopped a driving Devil's offense on three threatening situations just short of scoring additional goals. At one point the ball reached the Bears' one foot line with similar circumstances created in the 14 and 19 yard lines. Fullback Pat Owens racked up his second and third TD's of the year while sophomore Bill Kelly scored his first of the season. John S. Houtz, commonly referred to as 1-yd. run (Braunhough knee).

Women's Volleyball Team Into Action

A new Fall sport has been added to women's athletics this year. A Bearettes volleyball team is underway with its first game played at H.H. The team will best a group from Phoenixville recreation. Come watch the amazing spiking and powerful serve of these girls.

Power volleyball at its best!

Christmas Concert (Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

Tickets will sell for $1 and $2. The Church will present a program at 8:15 p.m., December 5th, under the baton of Dr. Carl Woods.

The instrumental program from their concert tour will include fare from Mozart to modern times at no charge to the public. In addition, the College will per­ form the Easter portions of Han­ nel's Messiah on April 5, 1974, with the customary professional orchestra musicians, most of them from the College and students from the Metropolis.

In this way, Hewlett said, more money will be raised for the church, to the great sacred composition, in keep­ ing with the two major seasons of the Christian year. All concerts will take place in the newly-refurbished Bomberger Hall, which is scheduled to be dedi­ cated at special Founders' Day ceremonies November 18th.
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